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UPCOMING LEWIS CENTER EVENTS
MADMAN/Robertson: A dramatic reading of Nikolai Gogol’s Diary of a Madman as performed by the actor Jake Robertson
Directed by faculty member R.N. Sandberg, senior Jake Robertson will present this classic Russian short story but with a twist as he explores the characters in the story as well as the art of performing itself.
January 8 at 8:00 p.m., January 9 at 8:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.
and January 10 at 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Class of 1970 Theater, Whitman College on the Princeton campus
Tickets: $12/$10 students and seniors

Masters of Dance Series
January 14 - Memphis jookin’ dancer Lil Buck and Director of the Aspen Institute Arts Program Damian Woetzell in “A Conversation in Words and Movement”

January 15 - Choreographer Stephen Petronio holds an open rehearsal with Princeton students open to the public to observe and then discusses his work and his collaborations with visual artist Janine Antoni

For further details visit: arts.princeton.edu
THE BASIC TRAINING OF PAVLO HUMMEL

by DAVID RABE

CAST

CORPORAL............................................FRANK AFRICANO ’16*
PIERCE/BRISBEY/OFFICER ..................CHARLIE BAKER ’17
KRESS/CAPTAIN..................................ROSS BARRON ’17
ARDELL/MAMASAN..............................EVAN COLES ’15
SERGEANT TOWER..............................BLAKE EDWARDS ’15*
PARKER/SERGEANT WALL.................ADAM HUDNUT-BEUMLER ’17
HINKLE/JONES/PARHAM.....................STANLEY MATHABANE ’17
YEN/MRS. SORRENTINO/MS. HUMMEL......LAURA ONG ’17
RYAN/MICKEY......................................LUKE PFLEGER ’17
PAVLO HUMMEL..................................PAT ROUNDS ’15*

PRODUCTION TEAM

DIRECTOR.............................................TIM VASEN
SET DESIGNERS.................................ERIN VALENTINE ’16*
SYDNEY BECKER ’17*

COSTUME DESIGNER .........................ERIN VALENTINE ’16*

LIGHTING DESIGNER ..........................SYDNEY BECKER ’17*

STAGE MANAGER ...............................TYLER LAWRENCE ’16*

ADDITIONAL SOUND DESIGN...............MATT SMITH ’16

RUN CREW..........................................STEVEN TRAN ’15*

* DENOTES A CERTIFICATE STUDENT IN THEATER

RUN TIME IS APPROXIMATELY XX MINUTES WITH ONE INTERMISSION.

THE BASIC TRAINING OF PAVLO HUMMEL IS PRESENTED BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH SAMUEL FRENCH, INC.

THE VIDEO AND/OR RECORDING OF THIS PERFORMANCE BY ANY MEANS WHATSOEVER IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.